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CONSTANTIN PROZOROV
-

CONSTANTIN is a Berlin-based fashion artist.

Constantin graduated from German Master School for Fashion in Munich in 2013 after studying 
fashion and graphic design and from 2013 until 2014 he worked at ATELIER GUSTAVOLINS, 
a french house of Haute Couture and Ready-to-wear for women and men and member of the 
Chambre Syndicale de la Haute Couture, created in 2004 by designer Gustavo Lins.

Constantin went on to work for Germany‘s leading publishing company Condé Nast in Paris, 
where he supported the VOGUE, GLAMOUR and MYSELF fashion editorial departments at pu-
blications. 

He worked as personal design assistant to designer Wolfgang Joop, the founder of the fashion 
and cosmetics company JOOP! at his berlin based luxury label WUNDERKIND for one year, 
before establishing his own dedicated fashion social media agency, specialising in social media 
and digital content for fashion brands and companies in the spring of 2017. 

WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/CONSTANTINARTIST
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 VOGUE, ELLE, MADAME FIGARO, GLAMOUR, REFINERY29 
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BEYOND FASHION -
„A MERGER OF ART AND FASHION.“

PLAY In Beyond Fashion, Constantin contemplates the uncertainty of 
the future and how fashion, historically being a tool to communi-
cate how the world is constantly changing, directly correlates to 
that theme. The pandemic thus presents a fitting context for this 
artwork which questions things such as the rise and fall of metro-
polises, luxury’s understanding of the world, and the significance 
of centralization. Constantin says of his work: “It deals with the 
feelings and thoughts of the last years and how I see the world in 
its form today. Beyond Fashion is to be understood as a homage 
to the time in which we have been living for years but only now 
can see clearly. Each of the three sections of the triptych, each 
with their own meaning, come together to tell a story as a who-
le.” The utilization of the triptych is an homage to Hieronymous 
Bosch, who also used this traditionally religious style to commu-
nicate his own contemporary storytelling approach of the world 
around him. - Stephanie Manasseh

www.smartadvisory.art/

https://www.constantinprozorov.com/beyond-fashion
https://www.constantinprozorov.com/beyond-fashion
https://smartadvisory.art/


CAMPAIGN „FW 19“

0 MONCLER R ICHARD QUINN

PLAY 

https://www.constantinprozorov.com/moncler


THERE IS ALWAYS TIME FOR SOME ICE CREAM. - GUCCI



MADAME FIGARO, FRANCE 09/20

cover  -  GUCCI ,



GIRLS ARE CHANGING THE WORLD. - MARC JACOBS

HOW YOU CAN HAVE DREAMS WHEN YOUR NEIGHBORS 
HAVE NIGHTMARES. -  GUCCI  &  BALENCIAG A



BERLIN, I  LOVE U.  -  GUCCI

MARC JACOBSGUCCI



GLAMOUR, GERMANY 09/18

cover  -  VERSACE,  ALBERTA FERRETTI ,  BURBERRY,  BLUMARINE
1 .  co l lage  -  VERSACE,  M ICHAEL KORS,  D IOR ,  BURBERRY



MY NEIGHBOR IS SPYING ON ME. -  GUCCI  &  BALENCIAG A

FINAL DESTINATION. - GUCCI



ZEITGEIST I I ,  „PRE-FALL 18“

FENDI ,  BALENCIAG A,  VERSACE,  CHLOE,  GUCCI



VALEXTRA, „PARADIS PERDU“



COVERLOVE, „VOGUE ITALIA“

MAY 17,  JULY 17,  JUNE 17



ART.MEETS.FASHION

G IAMBATTISTA VALL I ,  JEAN PAUL G AULTIER ,  D IOR ,  CHANEL



FEEL THE PULSE

SO/  Hote ls  &  Resorts  by  ACCOR Hote ls

PLAY 

https://www.constantinprozorov.com/feelthepulse


GUCCI - NEUSCHWANSTEIN

EXPERIENCE THE MAG IC OF A BAVARIAN TOWN. 

instagram.
@CONSTANTINARTIST
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